Satan, Original God of the Americas

The Hopi records and the members of the Hopi Priesthood state that the Hopi and the Amerindian tribes of the Americas all came from the same place; that of Mu, and they all speak the same languages and have the same culture at the source. The Hopi tradition states that their ancient leading God was called Sotunknang who traveled in a "flying shield" through the sky. The Hopis stated that Sotunknang once landed from the sky in his patuwvota to help two Hopi children that had become lost; the ship was said to make a roaring noise as it landed. The Hopis stated that Sotunknang left the ship and spoke: "Do not fear, I am Sotunknang, the heavenly God, and because of the sympathy I have for you I have come to help you. So come and get on this patuwvota of mine and let us be on the way." The records state that they embarked on the patuwvota or flying shield and flew into the sky. The Hopi records state that Sotunknang appeared to them: "His [Sotunknang] head and face shone like a star." He also wore a suit of silver that shone as well. The Hopis mention that their Gods or Kachinas are Star People whom they openly state are Extraterrestrials. The Hopi records state that the Kachinas (or Gods) were very beautiful and had a powerful aura, the light of spiritual radiance, and they were loved by the Hopis.

The Hopis state that their ancestry is from these Extraterrestrials, many of whom they state are from the constellation of Orion. In Hopi Land, the region the Hopis live in and have lived within traditionally in America, the entire place is made to be a terrestrial map of the stars of the constellation of Orion just like in Egypt. The representation of Orion to the Hopi is called Sohu and is given the three stars of Orion's belt. The ancient Egyptian name for Orion is Sahu.

The Hopis stated that the Gods gave them the teachings in the sacred city of Palatkwapi [modern Sedona], and that the teachings were based on levels. The first level was history of the worlds or ages; this relates as well to moral ethics. The second level was the knowledge of the human body and how spiritual energy works within man. The third level was the knowledge of plants and the laws of nature, and this included medicine and healing arts. The fourth level was for the teachings of Astrology and the soul, the Plumed Serpent and the chakra system. They were taught that the crown chakra, or the Kopavi, is the open door [the door of Brahman in Hinduism] to converse with the Gods and the cosmos. From there they were taught about the other chakras leading downwards to the base chakra. The ultimate goal was to awaken the serpent fire, the Plumed Serpent, and transform themselves into a Star Being and obtain immortality. The Egyptians called this transformation the same; the Star Body.
The Hopis are also found to be genetically related to the Tibetan People as well. Both Hopis and Tibetans recognize this. When the Dalai Lama visited the Hopi people, he was told by the Hopi Elders: "Welcome home."

The records of the Hindus state that the original homeland was called Kumara Kandam and was ruled by Sanat Kumara. This land is also called Mu. The native peoples in America also mention they are from this land.

Sotunknang is very close to the spelling in Far Eastern languages which share the common source with the Hopis. Sotunknang in the East means "King Sotun," and this is also Soten Kurama in Japan who is the head deity of ancient Japan. The vowels are interchangeable; Sotun is also Satan. The ancient Egyptian term for Orion is Sah as well. This is pronounced SA, and it was the source of the titles for the world ruler in the time of the Gods on Earth. Satan means "King of the World," the planet Earth and the Serpent King. TA is earth in ancient Egyptian and represents the earth element in Sanskrit, but Tan also means serpent. The serpent is always shown as symbolizing earth as well. This shows that the rulership of Earth was connected to Orion where the Gods came from. Satan was also the title of the King of the Gods in ancient Egypt.

Sanat Kumara means “Eternal Lord” in Sanskrit. However, Satan also means “Eternal” in Sanskrit in another of its meanings. It’s Satan, Soten, Sotun around the world. Sanat Kumara is also called Amurrukan in Sri Lanka which is stated to be one of the last regions of Kumara Kandam that did not go under the waters. In the Americas, another title of the head God in Peru is Amurru. “Amurruca,” which is also pronounced as Amurruka, means “Land of the Plumed Serpent.” The ancient name for America in the Eastern texts is Amurruka which is a title of Sanat Kumara who is Satan. It is believed by scholars on the subject that this is the origin of the name “America,” and that the official tale is a cover up by the secret societies that created America. The name “America” is from the ancient title of Satan.
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